Disaster analysis in social media content is one of the interesting research domains having abundance of data. However, there is a lack of labeled data that can be used to train machine learning models for disaster analysis applications. Active learning is one of the possible solutions to such problem. To this aim, in this paper we propose and assess the efficacy of an active learning based framework for disaster analysis using images shared on social media outlets. Specifically, we analyze the performance of different active learning techniques employing several sampling and disagreement strategies. Moreover, we collect a large-scale dataset covering images from eight common types of natural disasters. The experimental results show that the use of active learning techniques for disaster analysis using images results in a performance comparable to that obtained using human annotated images, and could be used in frameworks for disaster analysis in images without tedious job of manual annotation.
Introduction 2 Introduction
Natural disasters, such as floods and earthquakes, may cause significant loss in terms of human lives and property. In such situations, an instant access to relevant information may help with timely recovery efforts. In recent years, social media outlets have been widely utilized to gather disaster related information [3] . However, the use of social media content University of Trento, Italy Hamad Bin Khalifa University E-mail: kahmad@hbku.edu.qa also comes with lots of challenges. One such challenge is filtering out irrelevant information. To this aim, several frameworks have been proposed in the recent literature that rely on different classification and feature extraction techniques. One of the requirements of classification applications is the availability of sufficient training samples. However, annotation of training samples is a tedious and time consuming job, which requires lots of efforts.
One of the possible solutions to reduce human labor in data annotation is the use of active learning techniques. Active learning has been widely utilized in a wide range of application domains having large quantities of unlabeled data and less quantities of labeled data. Such domains include Natural Language Processing (NLP), multimedia analysis and remote sensing [17, 21, 24, 2, 25] . Active learning techniques have been recently used with Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Long-short Term Memory (LSTM) based frameworks to improve their overall performance [21, 15] . Disaster analysis is relatively a new application that still lacks large collections of labeled data [20] . We believe it could benefit from active learning.
In this paper, we study and analyze the efficacy of utilizing active learning techniques in disaster analysis in social media images by employing and evaluating the performance of different active learning techniques in terms of classification accuracy. We mainly focus on the most commonly used scenario of active learning, namely, pool-based sampling that fits well in our disaster analysis task. In poolbased sampling, samples are drawn from a pool of unlabeled images into the initial small labeled training set. Under the above mentioned settings, we rely on two most commonly used query techniques; namely, (i) uncertainty sampling and (ii) query by committee. We further evaluate the performance of these techniques with different sampling and disagreement strategies. For uncertainty sampling, we employ three different sampling strategies; namely, least con-fidence (LC), margin sampling (MS) and entropy sampling (ES). On the other hand, for query by committee based active learning approach, we explore and evaluate the capabilities of this approach with three different disagreement strategies; namely, vote entropy (VE), consensus entropy (CE) and max disagreement (MD). Moreover, we analyze and evaluate the performance of these methods using different number of queries by including a single image in the training set from the unlabeled pool of images to analyze how quickly each of the methods attains maximum accuracy.
To the best of our knowledge no prior works explored such detailed analysis of active learning techniques in the relative new domain of disaster analysis applications. Moreover, considering the lack of large-scale (in terms of images as well as the number of disaster types/classes covered) benchmark datasets in the domain, we also provide a benchmark dataset containing a large number of images from most common types of natural disasters, as detailed in Section 6.
The main contributions of this work are:
(i) Stemming from the fact that machine learning techniques are driven by training data and annotating large volumes of data is a tedious and time consuming job, we carry out an analysis and evaluation study of active learning techniques with diversified set of sampling/disagreement strategies in support of disaster analysis applications. (ii) Through the introduction of the active learning techniques, we demonstrate that comparable accuracy can be achieved with active learning without involving human annotators in the tedious job of annotating large training sets, and active learning could be used in disaster analysis frameworks to obtain better results in scenarios where less annotated data is available. (iii) We also analyze and evaluate the performance of the methods using different numbers of queries/iterations, which helps to provide a baseline for future work in the domain. (iv) We also provide a benchmark dataset for disaster analysis applications covering images from eight different types of natural disasters.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 3 discusses the related work. Section 4 provides the background and reviews concepts of the active learning techniques. In Section 5 and 6 provide details of the proposed methodology and dataset, respectively. The details of the experimental setup, experiments and results are provided in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes this study.
Related Work
In recent years, disaster analysis of images shared on social media outlets received great attention from the research community. Several interesting solutions relying on diversified sets of strategies have been proposed to effectively utilize the available information. A majority of the efforts in this regard rely on multi-modal information including visual features and meta-data comprised of textual, temporal and geo-location information [20] . For instance, Benjamin et al. [8] utilized the additional information available in the form of meta-data along with visual features extracted through an existing deep model; namely, AlexNet, pre-trained on Im-ageNet [11] . Both types of information are then evaluated individually and in combination with flood-related images obtained from social media. Similarly, the work in [3] also demonstrates better results for visual features over textual and other information from meta-data in disaster analysis.
The majority of the visual features based frameworks for disaster analysis rely on existing pre-trained models either as feature descriptors or the models are fine-tuned on disaster related images. To this aim, the existing models pre-trained on both ImageNet [11] and Places [27] datasets have been employed. For instance, in [6] , an existing model; namely, VGGNet-16 [23] pre-trained on ImageNet is fine-tuned on disaster related images for categorization of the images into different categories, such as informative and non-informative, damage severity and humanitarian categories. Ahmad et al. [5] utilized existing models pre-trained on both ImageNet and Places dataset as feature descriptors both individually and in different combinations. The authors also evaluate the performance of several handcrafted visual features extracted.
More recently, disaster analysis of images shared on social media has also been introduced as a sub-task in a benchmark competition; namely, MediaEval 1 for two consecutive years. In MediaEval-2017 [8] , the task focused on the classification of social media imagery into flood-related and nonflooded images. On the other hand, the task in MediaEval-2018 [10] focused on the identification of passable and nonpassable roads in social media images. Majority of the solutions proposed for the classification of images into flooded and non-flooded categories in MediaEval-2017 relied on deep models (e.g., [3, 8, 19, 7] ). For instance, in [3] an ensemble framework relying on several deep models used as feature descriptors has been proposed. Similar trend has been observed in MediaEval-2018 for the identification and classification of passable roads through information available on social media, where majority of the methods relied on ensembles of deep models (e.g., [4, 12, 26, 18, 16, 10] ). For instance, in [4] multiple deep models were jointly utilized in an early, late and double fusion manner.
In the literature, disaster analysis in images has been mostly treated as a supervised learning task where classification models are trained on training samples annotated with human annotators. Two benchmark datasets, namely DIRSM [9] and FCSM [10] , have been mostly reported in the literature [20] . The datasets provide a limited set of images, which are not sufficient to train deep models. Moreover, both datasets cover flood related images, only. We believe active learning techniques could be useful to cover the limitation of lack of sufficient annotated training data in the domain.
Active learning: definitions and concepts
Active learning is a semi-supervised learning technique which selects the training data it wants to learn from [25] . Selecting good training samples from the data enables active learning techniques to perform significantly better with fewer training samples compared to passive learning methods [14] . In passive learning methods, a large chuck of the data is randomly collected from an underlying distribution for training purposes. The main advantage of active learning over passive learning is the ability to make a decision on the basis of the responses from the previous queries for choosing instances from the unlabelled pool of images. In this work, we mainly rely on pool-based sampling methods where samples are drawn from a large pool of unlabelled samples; namely,
An initial training set also known as the seed denoted as υ = {x i } n i=1 is used the train the initial model, θ, and is populated by picking and annotating the instances with y i = {y 1 , y 2 , ...m} from the unlabelled pool of samples, iteratively.
In the next subsections, we provide a detailed description of the two query techniques (i.e., active learning schemes) used in this work along with the different sampling and disagreement methods used by those methods.
Uncertainty Sampling
Uncertainty Sampling is one of the most common and widely used active learning techniques. With uncertainty sampling, the active learner queries the most uncertain instances (i.e., the samples for which the learner is least certain how to label). The technique is called uncertainty sampling because of its use of posterior probabilities in making decision, and is often straight forward for probabilistic learning models. For example, in case of binary classification, uncertainty sampling techniques simply ask for the instance that has a posterior probability of being positive around 0.5. For the selection of the samples, we employed several variants of this technique based on the informativeness measure of the unlabelled instances with three different sampling strategies; namely, (i) least confidence, (ii) margin sampling and (iii) entropy sampling. Next, we provide detailed description of those sampling strategies.
Least Confidence Query Strategy
This sampling strategy aims to choose the instance from the pool for which the learner has the least confidence about its most likely label as shown by equation 1, where x, y and θ represent the sample, the most probably label and the underlying model, respectively. The strategy is more suitable for multi-class classification. For example, if we have two unlabeled instances; namely, D1 and D2, having probabilities (p1, p2 and p3) with values (0.9,0.09,0.01) and (0.2,0.5,0.3) for class labels A, B and C, respectively, the Least Confidence (LC) query strategy selects D2 to be labeled as the learner is less sure about its most likely label. This example is illustrated in Figure 1 . One way to interpret this query strategy is that the model selects an instance believed to be mislabeled.
Marginal sampling For D2 the difference between the top two most probable classes is higher than D1 Entropy Sampling entropy for D1 is less than D2, thus D2 is selected Fig. 1 An illustration of the working mechanism of the different sampling strategies used for uncertainty sampling. The sampling strategies; namely, LC, MS and ES, are represented in red, green and yellow colors, respectively. LC and MS consider the top 1 and 2 most probable labels while ES decides on the basis of the complete probability distribution considering all classes.
Margin Sampling
One shortcoming of the LC query strategy is the decision on the basis of the most probable label only. The LC query strategy does not consider the rest of the labels which might be useful in the selection process. In order to cope with this limitation, Margin Sampling (MS) incorporates the posterior probability of the second most likely label by selecting an instance having the least difference between the top two most probable labels. Let's suppose y 1 and y 2 are the top two most probable labels for a sample x under a model θ. Then the margin between the two samples can be represented by equation 2.
Considering the previous example presented in Figure  1 , margin sampling selects D2 as the difference between its two most probable labels (i.e., 0.5 − 0.3 = 0.2) is less than the difference between the two most probable labels of D1 (i.e., 0.9 − 0.09 = 0.81). The low difference between the labels of D2 indicates that the instance is ambiguous and thus getting the true label of the instance would help in the classification process.
Entropy Sampling MS considers the top two most probable labels in the decision making process; however, for a dataset with higher number of class labels, the top two most probable labels are not sufficient to represent the probability distribution. To this aim, the Entropy Sampling (ES) strategy efficiently utilizes the probability distribution by calculating the entropy of each instance using equation 3, where P (y|x) represents the posterior probability while H is the uncertainty measure and Y is the output class. Subsequently, an instance with the highest value is queried. In case of our example shown in Figure 1 , D1 yields a value of 0.155 while D2 has a value of 0.447. Therefore entropy sampling selects the instance D2 for labelling. In case of binary classification, entropy sampling performs as margin and least confident sampling. However, it is most useful for probabilistic multi-class classification problems.
Query By Committee
The other active learning technique employed in this work is based on the query by Committee strategy. In this method, a query of different competing hypotheses (i.e., trained classifiers represented as C = (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 ...θ n ) of the current labelled data set namely λ is maintained. The queries are then selected by measuring the disagreement between these hypotheses. The aim of the query by committee strategy is to reduce the version space, which is the set of hypotheses consistent with the current labelled set. For example, if machine learning is used to search for the best model within the version space then the aim of the query by committee method is to constrain the size of this space as much as possible leading to a more precise search with as few labelled instances as possible [22] . In case of several hypotheses, the instance to be labeled next is chosen by measuring the disagreement among the hypotheses. Different strategies can be utilized to measure the disagreement, in this study we use three different strategies as detailed below.
Vote Entropy
Vote entropy can be considered as query by Committee generalization of the entropy based uncertainty sampling, and is calculated by equation 4, where y i is the vector of all possible labels, C represents the committee of the classifiers while V (y i ) is the total number of votes for label y . Suppose there are three classifiers (i.e., committee size is 3), three classes [0,1,2] and five unlabeled instances. Then, in order to calculate the vote entropy, every classifier is first asked for its prediction for all the unlabelled instances. Suppose the predictions returned for a single instance by all the three classifiers is [0, 1, 0] (i.e., classifier 1 predicts that the instance lies in class-0, classifier 2 predicts it as a sample from class-1 and classifier 3 also predicts it as class-0). Each instance has a corresponding probability distribution (i.e., the distribution of class labels when picking the classifier at random). In the stated example, there are two votes for 0, one vote for 1 and 0 votes for 2. Therefore, the probability distribution for this instance is [0. 6666, 0.3333, 0]. Among all the five instances, vote entropy selects the instance which has the largest entropy of this vote distribution.
Consensus Entropy
In consensus entropy, instead of calculating the probability distribution of the votes, the average of the class probabilities provided by each classifier in the committee is calculated. This average class probability is called the consensus probability. Once the consensus probability is calculated using equation 5 (where C represents the committee of the classifiers), its entropy is computed and the instance with the largest entropy is selected to be labelled by the labeler.
Max disagreement
The Max disagreement sampling technique calculates the disagreement of each learner by using the consensus probability and then selects the instance with the largest disagreement. In this way, it deals with the issue of the other two strategies which take the actual disagreement into account in a weak sense. 
Methodology

Feature Extraction and classification
For feature extraction, we rely on an existing deep model, ResNet-50 [13] , pre-trained on ImageNet [11] . The model is used as feature descriptor without any retraining and finetuning. The basic motivation for using the existing pre-trained models as feature descriptor comes from our previous work [5, 1] where we have shown outstanding generalization capabilities on disaster images. Features are extracted from the top fully connected layer resulting in a 1000 dimensional feature vector and the classification phase is based on SVM.
Active Learning
In this phase, as a first step, we divide the images collected from social media into two sub-sets; namely, (i) initial training set, which is also known as the seed and is annotated with human annotators, and (ii) unlabeled pool of images. An SVM classifier is then trained on the initial small labeled training set and the initial accuracy is recorded in the second step. The training set is then populated by querying images from the unlabeled pool of images in step 3, iteratively. To this aim, we employed two methods; namely, (i) Uncertainty Sampling and (ii) Query By Committee. For each method, three different sampling/disagreement strategies are utilized as described in Section 4. Steps 2 and step 3 are repeated for a given number of iterations as detailed in the experimental setup Section 7.
Dataset collection
Our new collected dataset covers images from most common types of natural disasters; including, cyclone, drought, earthquake, floods, landslides, thunderstorm, snowstorm and wildfires. The images are downloaded from social media platforms using the corresponding keywords. The collection of the images is divided into two sub-sets; namely, an initial training set also known as seed and an unlabeled pool of images. For our initial training which is the only part of the training set annotated by human annotators, a subset composed of 160 images collected for each class/type of disaster is randomly selected and annotated by human annotators in a crowd sourcing study. Similarly, the test set, which is composed of 2,516 images, has also been manually examined and annotated in the crowd-sourcing study. The rest of the collected images are treated as an unlabeled pool of images containing a large portion of irrelevant images. Moreover, in the comparison against baselines, for one of the methods as detailed in Section 7, we also manually annotated the unlabeled pool of images resulting in around 2500 additional annotated images. Figure 3 provides some sample images from the dataset.
Experimental Setup and Results
Experimental Setup
The objective of our experiments is manifold. Our objective is to analyze the performance of active learning in support of disaster analysis in images shared on social networks. We also aim to analyze the performance of different active learning techniques when using different sampling/disagreement strategies. Moreover, we want to analyze the difference in the performances of a model/classifier trained on human annotated dataset and training samples collected through the active learning techniques. To achieve those objectives, we performed the following experiments:
-First, we analyze the performance of two commonly used techniques of pool-based sampling active learning; namely, uncertainty sampling and query by committee. -Then, we investigate the impact of using different sampling and disagreement strategies in conjunction with active learning methods on their overall performance. -Finally, we assess and evaluate the performance of active learning techniques against two baseline methods where one of the fully supervised classifiers is trained on labeled data annotated by human annotators while the other is trained on the complete pool of images that includes irrelevant ones.
We used the same experimental setup for all our experimental studies. Specifically, our initial training set (seed), annotated manually, is composed of 160 images covering 20 samples from each of the eight different types of natural disasters. Moreover, we used a different number of iterations (max 2000) in our experiments. In each iteration, a single image from the pool of unlabelled images is included in the training set. Experimental results Table 1 provides the evaluation results of the uncertainty sampling method with three different sampling strategies; namely, LC, MS and ES using a variable number of iterations ranging from 1 to 2000 (step size of 250). As expected, the accuracy improves by adding relevant samples from the unlabeled pool of images to the initial training set in each iteration until the accuracy stabilizes for all three methods.
Here one important observation is the variation in the performances of the method with the three different sampling techniques as the LC considers only the most probable label, MS considers the top two while ES makes use of all the labels in it decision of choosing a sample from the pool. No significant difference was observed when the number of iterations is around 2000. However, higher variations were observed in the accuracy of the different sampling strategies when the number of iterations is below 1000. At be-ginning, surprisingly, MS and LC strategies performed well compared to ES, which shows the importance of the make use of most probably labels only in the decision making process. However, relying on the most probably label increases dependence on the accuracy of the initial model/classifier trained on the initial small training set. In Table 2 , we provide the experimental results of query by committee based active learning method with different disagreement strategies given a number of iterations. Overall, better accuracy is obtained compared to the uncertainty sampling methods, which is mainly due to employing several hypotheses/models in the sample selection process. As far as the comparison of the disagreement strategies is concerned, slightly better results are observed for the CE and MD strategies compared to the VE.
In order to better analyze the variations in the accuracy of these methods with different sampling and disagreement strategies at different iterations, Figure 4 provides the performance of the methods with different sampling and disagreement strategies at each iteration. As can be seen, both the methods start at lower accuracy with all sampling and disagreement strategies and improve iteratively. Compared to uncertainty sampling, the cures are more smoother for query by committee method. Moreover, the accuracy improves more rapidly and achieves stability sooner (i.e., after 1000 iterations the accuracy is stabilized).
The main focus of the paper is to analyze and evaluate the importance/application of active learning techniques in disaster analysis and to show how the active learning component can further improve the performances of disaster analysis frameworks with less annotated data. Thus, in order to show the effectiveness of the active learning methods, instead of sate-of-the-art methods, we compare the results against two extreme cases reported as baseline 1 and baseline 2 as shown in Figure 5 . In the first baseline method, an SVM is trained on human annotated training set, where relevant samples were collected and annotated by human observers from the pool of images. In the experiment, features are extracted with the same deep model (i.e., ResNet) using the same parameters for the SVM classifier. Moreover, a significant amount of training samples (i.e., around 2500) have been used for training the classifier. In the second case, we trained an SVM classifier on the complete pool of images without removing the irrelevant images with the aim to analyze how much the irrelevant images affect the performance of the classifier. As can be seen in most of the cases the active learning methods have comparable results to those obtained from the baseline 1 with fully supervised method, which uses a human annotated training set. Those results illustrate the effectiveness of the active learning techniques where a small annotated dataset is utilized to obtain better results without involving human annotators in the tedious job of annotation large training sets. In the second case, the accuracy has been reduced significantly showing the efficacy of the active learning techniques able to pick right samples for training among the pool of images.
Lessons learned
The lessons learned from the experiments are: -The accuracy improves by adding relevant samples from the unlabeled pool of images to the initial training set in each iteration until the accuracy stabilizes at certain point. -Better accuracy against the baseline methods illustrates the effectiveness of the active learning techniques where a small annotated dataset is utilized to obtain better results without involving human annotators in the tedious job of annotation large training sets.
Conclusion
In this paper we presented an active learning approach for the disaster analysis in images shared on social media outlets. We mainly used two techniques with several sampling and disagreement strategies for each of the methods. Our experimental results illustrate the effectiveness of using active learning techniques and their ability to produce results comparable to those obtained using human annotated training sets. Our experimental results also illustrate that the classification accuracy improves with the inclusion of images from the unlabelled pool of images in each iteration using active learning. Furthermore, our proposed iterative technique ultimately achieves stability in terms of classification accuracy through the progressive inclusion of images from the unlabelled pool of images. Finally, it has been demonstrated that the query by committee active learning method is more effective for the disaster analysis in images compared to the uncertainty sampling based active learning methods.
